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Abstract
Blog networks are often described as “small world”
social networks where links are primarily created towards similar-minded individuals and well-connected
bloggers. Examining a portion of the US blogosphere
on several months, we find that bloggers relate to
each other in a relatively local fashion, overwhelmingly
and preferentially establishing links towards a limited
neighborhood rather than the whole network. Furthermore, while long-distance interactions may indeed be
dominated by homophily and authority effects, we show
that close neighborhoods feature significantly more horizontal and diversified interactions — thereby challenging the conjecture of a widespread balkanization of Internet communities. We shed further light on this issue
by describing the dual evolution of social and semantic
proximity before and after two individuals interact with
each other. We discuss in particular whether interactions are preceded or followed by a structural “contraction” and/or by an increasing similarity of the surrounding local social network.

Introduction
While the Internet became an increasingly popular online
agora, a debate emerged as to whether this discussion space
indeed facilitates confrontation of opinions of individuals
holding dissimilar viewpoints & coming from distant social
circles, or channels conversations between similar-minded
people within closed groups of interaction (Van Alstyne
and Brynjolfsson, 1996; Sunstein, 2008). In the specific
case of blog-based discussions, the existence of opinionbased or topic-based boundaries between bloggers has already been characterized in several works: Adamic and
Glance (2005) for instance showed that Democratic- and
GOP-leaning blogs were much less connected between each
other than within each other, while Uchida et al. (2009) described the “blogspace” as a juxtaposition of various communities being both structurally and topically cohesive.
Focusing precisely on the determinants of link creation,
several recent studies on a wide range of empirical so∗
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cial systems suggested that links were preferentially directed towards most connected individuals (Barabási and
Albert, 1999, inter alia), as well as towards individuals
who are closer structurally — i.e., at a smaller distance
(Newman, 2001; Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2003; Roth,
2006; White et al., 2006) — and closer semantically — i.e.,
with similar thematic profiles (McPherson, Smith-Lovin,
and Cook, 2001; Roth, 2006; Cattuto et al., 2009). Reinforcing mechanisms could also make some websites significantly more accessible, notably the closest and/or most connected ones (e.g. Hindman, Tsioutsiouliklis, and Johnson
(2003), and specifically for blogs Herring et al. (2005)).
Altogether, these various independent results tend to suggest that the blogspace as a social network could also be a
thematically clustered system dominated by a relative small
number of authorities, plausibly shaped by local and homophilic discussion and citation patterns. In this respect, the
traditional claim that small worlds, such as blog networks,
are facilitating the mix of remote and diverse kinds of actors
would have to be confronted with the possibility that they
could also be local worlds of similarly-minded individuals.
To our knowledge, we still lack an integrated perspective
that would precisely appraise and decypher the respective
and combined contributions of structural effects and semantic features to the formation and evolution of these online
discussion circles. Moreover, little is known on the dynamics that precede, lead to and follow the creation of citation
links and, more broadly, relationships between blogs.
In this short paper, we describe the socio-semantic structure and dynamics of these conversation circles on a portion
of the US blogosphere on a period of several months. We
first show that relationships in this network are overwhelmingly local, with seemingly little interactions with individuals located at a topological distance of three or more hops.
This supports the idea of “local worlds” where everyone interacts within a very small radius, generally among neighbors or neighbors of neighbors, rather than “small worlds”
where everyone should be at reach (and therefore reachable)
from everyone. In a dual fashion and with respect to thematic diversity, we then show that links are essentially homophilic at an aggregate network level, yet, we also show
that this result essentially holds outside the close circle of
repeated interactions — whereas repeated interactions exhibit a more mixed profile where links are both preferen-

Related Work
The above issues first connect with the question of “localism” in personal networks. In particular recent quantitative
research on the topology of empirical social networks made
universal observations regarding the so-called “small-world
effect” and “scale-free structure”. The former refers to the
small diameter of those networks, where a short-length path
exists between most pairs of nodes (e.g. Newman, 2001);
i.e. small worlds where everyone could be “only” a few
steps away from everyone else (Milgram, 1967; Watts and
Strogatz, 1998; Dodds, Muhamad, and Watts, 2003) — the
jury is still out regarding whether social interactions and
processes indeed are or are not significantly influenced by
this relative topological proximity. The latter observation
indicates that network structure is very heteregenous, with
few heavily connected/cited hubs/authorities, surrounded by
many weakly linked individuals (see Herring et al., 2005;
Leskovec et al., 2007, in the case of blog networks).
Several works shed light on these large-scale characterizations by focusing on the underlying ego-centered processes
of link creation. For instance, the emergence of connectivity heterogeneity is often assumed to stem from reinforcing dynamics of strictly structural nature, where high degree nodes receive preferentially more links (Barabási and
Albert, 1999). Similarly, topological distances appear to decrease over time (Leskovec, Kleinberg, and Faloutsos, 2005)
while links are also preferentially created towards closer
nodes (Roth, 2006; Raux and Prieur, 2009). As regards
integrating topology and semantic homogeneity, Adamic,
Buyukkokten, and Adar (2003) noticeably exhibit a decreasing similarity of agents with increasing social distances on
a social networking site. In a dynamic setting, Crandall et
al. (2008) observe a continuous increase of semantic similarity between two individuals both after and before they
contribute on a same Wikipedia discussion page (semantic similarity being measured by the topics each actor had
been dealing with on the platform); while Cointet and Roth
(2009) describe a higher propensity to make links towards
thematically more similar nodes in a blog network.
These findings often come from online communities at
large, but not so frequently from blog networks specifically. Besides an abundant literature focusing on diffusion
information issues in blog networks, a few morphogenesis
models have recently been proposed (Leskovec et al., 2007;
Goetz et al., 2009) which successfully connect normative
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tially created towards very similar and very dissimilar individuals. This latter finding is in relative constrast with the
idea of a wholly balkanized blogspace. We finally examine
the joint evolution of social and semantic proximity before
and after two individuals first interact. We demonstrate notably that interactions are preceded and followed both by
structural “contraction” and by growing semantic similarity within the surrounding local social network. Notwithstanding the above provision that local circles may be both
homophilic and “heterophilic”, this joint semantic homogenization and social integration process sheds a finer light
on the emergence of local, cohesive thematic conversation
circles.
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Figure 1: Distribution of new links (blue crosses) and pairs
of blogs (red triangles) at a given structural (left) and semantic distance (right) — computed on the last period.
link creation processes with the emergence of several classical topological features. Nonetheless, the mechanisms proposed so far remain generally blind to semantic features.

Protocol
Social web content analysis company Linkfluence provided
their dataset of 1066 active political blogs on 4 months from
Nov 1, 2008, including dated post content and citation links.
We divided the dataset into 16 weekly slices, considering the
8 first weeks as initialization period and carrying measures
on the 8 last periods only. The social network consists of
a growing network (possibly featuring repeated links) such
that at a given period it aggregates all links up to that period. To characterize blog contents, we define a set of 79
“meaningful” concepts made of one- or two-words terms
manually extracted from the list of most frequent non-trivial
words. This list features concepts such as “global warming”, “national security”, or “tax cuts” and has been designed to cover a sizeable, sufficiently discriminating number of topics discussed during the last US presidential campaign. Bloggers are then described by semantic profiles as
79-dimensional vectors whose values are the classical tf.idf
ratio for each concept for each blog — that is the concept
occurrence frequency (tf ) in a blogger’s post production divided by its occurrence frequency in the whole corpus (idf ).
These profiles are also dynamic and are built by aggregating content published until a given week. It is eventually
possible to define a semantic dissimilarity δ(i, j) between
two blogs as 1 minus the cosine of their semantic profile.
δ(i, j) = 1 when two blogs have no content overlap at all,
while δ(i, j) = 0 blogs having exactly similar contents. We
also classically define a social network structural distance d
as the length of the smallest path connecting two nodes. By
analogy (only) we may also call δ a semantic “distance”.

Propensity
The connectivity distribution is heterogeneous in a powerlaw fashion, as expected, and not shown here. We rather
focus on topological distance and semantic dissimilarity and
gather the absolute number of newly-created links and existing dyads in both cases on Fig. 1. These graphs reveal
that new citations are overwhelmingly close: new links at
distance 3 and above are two orders of magnitude less frequent than repeated interactions, and even one order rarer

Ex post and ex ante socio-semantic dynamics
To encompass the particular construction of these local social circles, we eventually focus on local social & semantic
alignment processes. We designed ρ(d) and ρ(δ) to measure
the contraction of respectively social and semantic distances
between two interacting blogs. Semantic similarity remains
as above, while social proximity is appraised through numbers of paths of length 2 and 3 connecting i to j. We normalize these values by mean proximities from i and j to the
whole network, to account for its simultaneous evolution.
For example the semantic
P contraction of a pair of blogs (i, j)
is ρij (δ) = δ(i, j)/ k 21 (δ(i, k) + δ(j, k)). Contraction
thus measures how two blogs get relatively closer (ρ > 1) or
more remote (ρ < 1) than towards the rest of the network.
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Figure 2: Interaction propensity Π(d, k) with respect to social distance and degree (averaged over the 8 last periods).
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than links at distance two. Similarly, new citations occur
at significantly smaller semantic dissimilarities when compared with potential citations between all possible dyads.
These computations do not reflect however the relative
preference of bloggers towards specific kinds of other bloggers. To compute this, we introduce a basic measure of
propensity Π which consists of a ratio between proportions
of new links of a given type and of potential links of that
kind. This ratio evaluates if some types of links are empirically more (Π > 1) or less likely (<1) when compared
with a random baseline where all pairs of bloggers would
appear by chance (i.e. irrespective of any individual preference/behavior). This measure is traditionally refered to
as one of “preferential attachment” (Barabási and Albert,
1999). Here, it is computed with respect to several egocentered and dyadic properties: degree, social and/or semantic distance. In addition to the usual linear preference for more connected blogs, interaction propensities are
monotonously decreasing with respect to each property, as
can be understood from Fig. 1; i.e. there is homophily and
preference for local and authoritative blogs (high degree).
How are those various dimensions related? We contrast
authority and homophily with social distance by plotting the
joint propensity with respect to social distance and (i) degree (Fig. 2) or (ii) semantic distance (Fig. 3). Profiles vary
significantly depending on whether interactions are local or
not. First, the effect of authority is all the more important
that blogs are remote: propensities are relatively flat in the
close vicinity of ego and progressively increasing for growing values of d. In other words, the traditional “rich-getricher” effect is essentially valid for the wider blogspace,
but not for the immediate neighborhood.
Second, and again, homophily is all the more marked that
blogs are remote. Within the close circle of repeated interactions, we even observe that bloggers both tend to cite preferentially very similar blogs but also blogs with very dissimilar
profiles. Put differently, repeated interactions are rather of a
different nature than new links towards remote “strangers”.
This suggests two modes of relationships: on one hand, exploratory link creations on similar topics (distance 2,3, and
more); on the other hand, exploitation of previous citation
relationships on both similar and radically distinct topics (Ushaped propensity at distance 1).
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Figure 3: Interaction propensity Π(d, δ) for social distance
and semantic similarity (averaged over the 8 last periods).

Then, we measure the evolution of ρ both before and after
two blogs get connected for the first time. To provide a common evaluation basis, we aggregate averages over a moving
referential such that all first interaction times are synchronized at the same t = 0 (a same point may thus correspond
to data from various periods but always to the same delay
with respect to first interaction). Results for social and semantic contraction evolutions are gathered on Figs. 4 and 5.
A strong contraction between pairs of interacting blogs
can be observed both before and after interaction. Weeks
before a first interaction, semantic distances are already almost 20% lower than average, which is consistent with previous similar observation made by Crandall et al. (2008) on
Wikipedia contributors. Interacting blogs tend to align their
semantic profile. The same pattern applies to social contraction, as the relative (normalized) number of 2- and 3-steps
paths is rapidly growing before interaction and keeps on increasing after. Yet, while ρ for 2-steps paths intersects 1 at
interaction time and reaches 2 about 5 weeks later, we observe that ρ for 3-steps paths is still below 1 even 5 weeks
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Figure 4: Evolution of the normalized number of paths of 2
and 3 steps between blogs getting first connected at t = 0.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the normalized semantic distance between pairs of blogs getting linked for the first time at t = 0.
after interaction. This indicates that the network contraction
essentially concerns the very close vicinity of a dyad.

Concluding remarks
Bloggers overwhelmingly and preferentially establish local
links within a limited neighborhood rather than navigate the
whole network by profiting from its small diameter. Furthermore, local relationship patterns are distinct from those
of the wider blogspace. While long-distance interactions are
indeed dominated by homophily and authority effects, close
neighborhoods feature significantly more horizontal and diversified interactions — plausibly suggesting a two-mode
behavior opposing search engine-based or friends-of-friends
exploration to local neighborhood exploitation. Finally, the
surrounding network exhibits both structural and semantic
contraction both after and before a link creation.
As such, these results tend to both nuance and confirm
the existence of balkanization forces in blog communities.
Besides highlighting the dynamics of link creation at both
a local/global and social/semantic level, these results will
certainly be useful in providing more empirical foundations
to realistic morphogenesis models of blog networks.
Still, it should not be immediately possible to determine
whether Internet communities are more balkanized than
“real-world” contexts without a proper protocol aiming at
comparing blogger behaviors with what happens in offline
interaction. While the Internet certainly seems to exhibit reinforcing socio-semantic dynamics, the debate is still open
as to whether these forces are stronger or weaker than in the
offline world.
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